THE CASE AGAINST DEATH
Monday nights August 29 - Sept 26 7 – 9 PM
ABUNDANCE WELLNESS CENTER
325 John Knox Rd. Bldg T, Suite 1
Tallahassee, FL 32303
Session 1 (8/29): The Near-Death
Experience A look at Dr. Raymond
Moody’s groundbreaking study of the
near-death experience, as well as more
recent findings, and (time permitting) the
video Life After Life which presents six
testimonies by people who have had a
near-death experience.
Session 2 (9/5): Spiritual and
Metaphysical Aspects of the NearDeath Experience An examination of
the esoteric teachings of the world’s
major religions, including the primary
method used by their practitioners to
experience higher states of
consciousness, and the similarity of
those experiences to the near-death
experience. This section also includes
some of the latest scientific findings.

Session 3 (9/12): Direct, Spontaneous
After-Death Communication This
class revolves around Bill and Judy
Guggenheim’s study of the numerous
ways our loved ones attempt to
communicate with us directly, not
through psychics or mediums; and
Reincarnation A look at the arguments
for reincarnation.
Session 4 (9/19): a showing of the
award-winning documentary
Experiencing The Soul – Before Birth,
During Life, After Death. This film by
Eliot Jay Rosen features The Dalai
Lama, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, Sri Daya
Mata, Joan Borysenko, Stephen Levine,
Ram Dass, Jean Houston, and many
others.

Session 5 (9/26) additional information
relating to the subject matter, plus
questions and class discussion
Cost: Pre-registration by August 22 - $25. At the door - $30. Individual classes - $10 each.

Pre-registration is encouraged as seating is limited. Proceeds to benefit Big Bend Hospice.
Checks should be made out to Gary Werdesheim and mailed to:
Gary Werdesheim
c/o Abundance Wellness Center
325 John Knox Road
Building T, Suite 1
Tallahassee, FL 32303
This is certainly a topic whose time has come. The mystery of death has been the subject of cover
stories in national news magazines, NPR, PBS, and major television networks. The presenter, Gary
Werdesheim, Professor Emeritus, Florida State University College of Music, draws upon over four
decades of independent study, as well as his experience as a hospice volunteer. A variety of
audiences have found this material to be inspiring, comforting, and certainly thought provoking.
These talks have been presented locally at Big Bend Hospice, Temple Israel, Unity Eastside, the
Senior Center, the Healing Arts Alliance, the Abundance Wellness Center, and in California at
Touro University Medical School (Vallejo), and Marin Stress Management Center (Larkspur). Gary
may be contacted at: thecaseagainstdeath@gmail.com

